From: Debra A. Paxton, Regulatory Compliance Administrator  
North Carolina State University  
Institutional Review Board

Date: March 7, 2005

Project Title: Investigation of Transfer of Learning in Diabetes Education

IRB#: 057-05-3

Dear Ms. Armstrong:

The research proposal named above has received administrative review and has been approved as exempt from the policy as outlined in the Code of Federal Regulations (Exemption: 46.101.b.4). Provided that the only participation of the subjects is as described in the proposal narrative, this project is exempt from further review.

NOTE:

1. This committee complies with requirements found in Title 45 part 46 of The Code of Federal Regulations.  
For NCSU projects, the Assurance Number is: FWA00003429; the IRB Number is: IRB00000330

2. Review de novo of this proposal is necessary if any significant alterations/additions are made.

Please provide your faculty sponsor with a copy of this letter. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Paxton  
NCSU IRB